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摘  要 
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As a result of little to write home about, the Ming dynasty literature and literary 
theory research has been at the margins, it also affected literary theory at its 
excavations and research. We believe that literature is of little success in the Ming 
Dynasty, but its historical significance still can not be ignored. Li Dongyang's literary 
theory is the precursor to the Ming dynasty ancient literature, ancient literature of the 
Ming Dynasty thought played a role in adding fuel to the flames, especially for the 
"before and after the Seven" has a direct impact. Li Dongyang literature on the 
theoretical study will help us gain a deeper understanding of the Ming Dynasty to the 
development of literary theory and the evolution of literary theory from the 
perspective of the history of literature in general grasp the Ming Dynasty.  
    Li Dongyang study of literary theory has great importance for future generations, 
but not more than the system works. Before and after more than seven opponents in 
the face of the emergence of more scattered and on a variety of works; the end of the 
Ming Qian Qianyi the "out towards poetry Biography • C set • Li Shi Dongyang", Li 
Dong-focus on literary theory to make a special expositions thoughtful. Mr. Guo 
Shaoyu in his "History of Chinese Literary Criticism" in Literary Theory of the 
successes and failures of Li Dong-made dialectical analysis, the impact of the great. 
Since the eighties, scholars formed a Hunan major forces for the Li Dongyang 
research groups, which XUE Quan ZHOU Yin-bin and the most representative of the 
study. The main experiences from the life of Li Dongyang, literary theory and literary 
history and so on to do research on Li Dongyang's literary theory as an integral part of 
their research and the existence of one, including detailed analysis of fair and 
objective evaluation. ZHOU Yin-bin at the school, "Li Dong-set", is by far the more 
authoritative of the Collected Works of Li Dong-a collection of poems most of its 
publications, research for future generations to preserve the valuable information. 
XUE Quan's "Li Dongyang research - to the political mentality of thinking of 
literature as the core" is a system of Li Dong-life, literature, thinking of writing 
informative, rigorous textual criticism, literary and ideological focus, is a non-multi - 















in the Ming Dynasty," the literary theory of Li Dongyang also involved, and its 
theoretical value and impact is discussed. Li Dongyang's literary theory has its own 
independent significance of the theory and history, as a result of literary theory have 
not done their research writing expertise, we believe that there is a need to do in-depth 
literary theory of its inquiry.  
    Li Dongyang's literary theory focused on "Lu-tang poetry" in it from a collection 
of more than 60 years old to 18-year-old literary opinion. Therefore, Li Dongyang 
literary theory is the study of "Tong Hua Lu" study. "Lu-Tang Poetry" to the 
development of literary theory and literature has played a positive role in promoting, 
the cap body ko, Kai before and after the next seven, the ancient Chinese literary 
theory in the history of the development status play a more important role. 
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